Sacramento Police Department Bias-Related Incidents
Case Number Report Date Incident Time

21-9859

21-9955

21-1800911

21-23306

1/11/2021

1/11/2021

1/20/2021

1/25/2021

1130

1439

1700

1518

Location

2300 BLOCK OF P ST

100 BLOCK OF SAN ANTONIO WAY

1300 BLOCK OF E ST

500 BLOCK OF LAS PALMAS AVE

Beat

3B

6D

3A

2B

Bias Motivation

Notes

ANTI-SEXUAL ORIENTATION

The complainant displays a “Gay Pride” flag and “Transgender
Pride” flag. The complainant reported hearing a man yelling
outside followed by the sounds of glass breaking. The window
displaying the “Gay Pride” flag was damaged.

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

The reporting party was a new employee for USPS and was not
dressed in uniform as her uniform had not arrived. The
employee did not have her identification displayed but the
USPS supervisor advised that she had not attended newemployee training so she may not have been aware of the
policy. While delivering mail, a subject confronted the female
and accused her of stealing mail and the mail truck. The
subject reached into the mail truck and took the keys. The
employee felt she was unfairly targeted because she is Black.
Once a USPS supervisor arrived at the scene and confirmed her
employment, the subject returned the mail truck keys.

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

The complainant advised that she was using the community
laundry room and encountered a subject inside the facility that
was not wearing a mask (as required during the COVID-19
pandemic). She asked the subject to wait outside and words
were exchanged. When the complainant returned to collect
her items, the subject was still in the laundry room. The
complainant asked the subject to wait outside, which he did,
and the subject yelled at the complainant, “Guadalupe hurry up
and get your stuff.” The subject continued to yell racist and
misogynistic words at the complainant.

ANTI-SEXUAL ORIENTATION

The reporting party is transgender and reported that the nextdoor neighbor makes constant hurtful remarks. The previous
day the neighbor told the reporting party, “I needed to pray to
God to have him make me either a man or a woman, and that I
can't be both. Then she said to me I'll never be a real woman
because I have a penis and can't bleed like a real woman.”
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Case Number Report Date Incident Time

21-1801497

21-32373

21-1801686

21-1801896

21-1802933

1/30/2021

2/3/2021

2/6/2021

2/8/2021

2/15/2021

1230

1742

1700

1705

1200

Location

4500 BLOCK OF MACK RD

2800 BLOCK OF 32ND AVE

100 BLOCK OF CREEKS EDGE WAY

1100 BLOCK OF ROSE TREE WAY

2900 BLOCK OF WEALD WAY

Beat

5B

4B

5B

4C

1B

Bias Motivation

Notes

ANTI-MULTI BIAS

The complainant reported that while at work, his vehicle was
vandalized. The subject used a sharpie marker to write the
following on the complainant’s vehicle, “faggot, go back to
mexico w ur famlly, wetback illegal, and the beaner who own
this car is gay.”

ANTI-RELIGION

The reporting party received racist and vulgar texts from a
phone number that she did not recognize. The texts called the
reporting party and her family terrorists, told her to go back to
India, and wished the Dad would catch COVID-19 and “fall off.”
The reporting party attempted to identify the caller, but the
number was quickly put out of service.

ANTI-MULTI BIAS

The complainant parked in the Visitor Parking at an apartment
complex. The complainant parks in the Visitor Parking every
weekend while visiting her partner and children. The car was
towed without warning and security would not advise the
name of the tow company for several hours. The complainant
also had problems with the tow company responding to the
complainant’s calls regarding the release of the vehicle. The
complainant believes she was unfairly targeted due to her
sexual orientation and her skin color.

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

While walking her dog, the reporting party stated that a female
neighbor started yelling at her accusing her of stealing
something from her mailbox. The reporting party continued
walking and a short time later realized the female was
following her in a car and videoing her. The female was yelling
at the reporting party asking, what "neighborhood do you
belong to because clearly you don't belong in this
neighborhood. You can't afford this neighborhood." The
female continued to yell obscenities and told the reporting
party to go back to her neighborhood. The reporting party felt
she was targeted because of the color of her skin.

ANTI-MULTI BIAS

The reporting party received multiple letters that were
derogatory in nature pertaining to the reporting party’s
disability as an amputee, race, medical history, age, and
referenced social media accounts. The sender included
pictures of amputated individuals.
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21-52327

2/22/2021

1614

Location

600 BLOCK OF FLORIN PERKINS RD

Beat

6C

Bias Motivation

Notes

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

The business is a butcher shop that is owned by a Chinese
owner. Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the business
has been receiving prank calls asking if they serve “bat soup”
and saying that Chinese people butcher dogs and cats. A
regular customer came to the business, made a purchase, and
returned to his vehicle. After putting his purchase in his
vehicle, he went to the back of his truck and swept a dead cat
out of the back of the truck onto the ground and drove away.
The owner believed the incident to be bias-related.
The reporting party lives in an apartment and the downstairs
neighbor was having guests visit that were very loud past the
complex’s quiet hours. When the reporting party attempted to
address the matter the neighbor and guests yelled bias-related
remarks about the reporting including calling him “grandpa”
and a “faggot.” They also said threatening remarks such as, “I
want to kill him” and “I want to kill him.”

21-1802935

3/1/2021

2200

1800 BLOCK OF G ST

3B

ANTI-MULTI BIAS

21-61838

3/5/2021

2322

3400 BLOCK OF 9TH AVE

6A

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

21-65432

3/9/2021

1929

400 BLOCK OF BROADWAY

4A

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

21-67171

3/11/2021

1559

2300 BLOCK OF OAK HARBOUR DR

1B

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

21-1803761

3/17/2021

1100

950 BLOCK OF FLORIN RD

4C

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

The reporting party left their residence and returned 15
minutes later. They found "KKKrakm NIGGER" was spray
painted on the garage.
The reporting party is Black and received an email that said
“Looking forward to seeing you” with a video clip from the
movie American History X attached.
The reporting party found her vehicle had a swastika was
scratched into the trunk of her vehicle. The reporting party
advised it was an on-going matter that began with her vehicle
being keyed and escalated over the course of several days. The
reporting party is Black.
While using the ATM, the reporting party advised two vehicles
pulled up and after a few minutes one of the drivers opened his
door and yelled at me, "Damn, you're taking too long! You
need to do that inside! That's why you people are getting shot
all over the place!" The reporting party is Asian and felt the
comments were referring to the surge of violent attacks on
Asians in our country, as recently as the killings of Asian women
in Georgia the day prior.
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21-73613

3/17/2021

2312

Location

Beat

Bias Motivation

5900 BLOCK OF FOLSOM BLVD

6D

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

Notes
The victim is Asian and owns a business that has been
vandalized multiple times with the suspect(s) throwing rocks
through the windows.
The victims are homeless and gay. The suspect called the
victims “Faggots” and told them to leave. The argument
escalated to the suspect confronting the victims in their tent
while holding a knife and threatening to cut and kill the victims.
The suspect cut the tent and threw rocks at the victims, which
struck one of the victims. The suspect grabbed a shovel struck
one of the victims. The suspect was arrested.

21-75882

3/20/2021

1701

700 BLOCK OF N B ST

3A

ANTI-SEXUAL ORIENTATION

21-76600

3/21/2021

1051

2200 BLOCK OF CLUB CENTER DR

1A

ANTI-RELIGION

21-78986

3/23/2021

2335

6300 BLOCK OF CALVINE RD

5C

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

21-79194

3/24/2021

600

700 BLOCK OF N B ST

3A

ANTI-SEXUAL ORIENTATION

The reporting party was inside his tent when the subject rode
by on his bike and yelled, “You faggots are going to get out of
that tent and out of Sacramento or I am going to kill you."

A subject comes to a Catholic church and regularly interrupts
the service and yells, “Fuck Catholics” and “Catholics go to
hell!”
The victim advised a subject threw a rock and damaged her
window. The victim believed the subject targeted him because
he is Filipino.

21-83393

3/28/2021

1421

1400 BLOCK OF 21ST ST

3B

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

The subject approached the reporting party and asked for a
cigarette. The reporting party told the subject that he did not
have one and the subject responded by asking the reporting
party where he was from and told him to go back to his country
(the reporting party is Asian). The subject walked away and
made a gesture with hands as though he was pointing a gun at
the reporting party.

21-86056

3/31/2021

1120

4600 BLOCK OF DEBRALEE WAY

2A

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

The victim had his fence broken two to three weeks prior and
then the temporary fence was damaged. The victim felt he was
targeted as he is Asian.

21-89201

3/31/2021

1200

2900 BLOCK OF 29TH AVE

4B

ANTI-RACE/ETHNICITY/ANCESTRY

A suspect threw a rock through a church window and used a
stick to break out the rest of the glass. The victim believed the
incident was bias motivated against Asians.

